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ABSTRA CT
The present study examines the dynamic behavior of a variable displacem ent wobble
plate compresso r which makes it possible to control the cooling capacity continuou
sly.
The continuou s cooling capacity control Is achieved by the complicate d motion
of the
piston, the piston rod, the wobble plate, the rotating journal and the drive
shaft. In
order to analyze the complicate d motion of each moving element, the inertial forces
and
moments of the moving elements are calculated first. Subsequen tly, the constraint
force
at each pair of compresso r elements and the frictional forces given by Coulomb'
friction are calculated. The unknown frictional coefficien t was determined on s Jaw of
of experimen tal data on the cylinder pressure and the driving power. It can be the basis
concluded
that the inertial an:d frictional forces have a significan t effect upon the feasibility
control the cooUng capacity, and upon the quiet operation and durability of compressoto
r
parts at high operating speeds.

INTROD UCTION
Variable displacem ent wobble plate compresso rs have brought on a revolution
automobil e air conditioni ng since commercia l production [sec Ref. 1]. The refrigeranin
t
flow rate discharged from the compresso r is controlled by continuou sly changing
piston displacem ent, thus resulting in wide-rang e continuou s control of the cooling the
capacity and in high efficiency . The variable displacem ent wobble plate compresso
now widely considered to be the best choice for automobil e air conditioni ng rs are
with its
stringent requireme nts for comfort and reduced energy consumpti on.
The continuou s control of the cooling capacity is achieved, however, by the
complicated motion of many compresso r clements, such as the piston, the piston
rod, the
wobble plate, the rotating journal and the drive shaft. Subsequen tly, questions
concerning the quiet operation and durability of these parts at high operating
arise.
Tbe complicate d motion of variable displacem ent wobble plate compresso rsspeeds
and the dynamic balancing of the rotating shaft have been treated in several previous studies
[ 2, 3]
from the kinematics viewpoint. However, the inertial forces and moments of
ing elements and also the frictional force at each pair of compresso r elements the movbeen taken into account. As the operating speed of the compresso r increases, thehave not
effects
of the inertial and frictional forces become increasing ly significan t.
The present study examines the dynamic behavior of a 6-cylinder variable
placement wobble plate compresso r. The complicate d motion of each moving elementdisof
the compresso r is precisely analyzed, from both the kinematics and dynamics
viewpoints, and thus the inertial forces and moments of the moving elements and
tional forces acting on the clement pairs are calculated . Based on the calculated the fricthe effects of the inertial and frictional forces upon the feasibility to control the results,
cooling
~apacity, and upon th_e quiet operation and durability of compresso
r parts at high operatmg speeds, arc exammcd. Furthermo re, the power losses due to friction are
examined
and design criteria for quiet operation and high speed durability of compresso
r parts are
obtained.
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Fig. I Mechanism of variable displacement compressor

MECHANISM FOR VARIABLE PISTON DISPLACEMENT
The vertical croSs-sectional view of a 6-cylinder variable displacement wobble
plate compressor is shown in Fig. I. The compression mechanism is composed of many
compressor elements, such as the drive shaft, the drive plate, the rotating journal, the
wobble plate, the piston rods and the pistons. The rotating journal driven by the drive
plate rotates but the wobble plate on the rotating journal undergoes a wobbling motion,
since its rotation around the drive shaft is constrained by an anti-rotation mechanism
with five degrees of freedom. Thus, the piston connected to the wobble plate through
the double-ended ball piston rod reciprocates in the cylinder. The variable piston dis·
placement is achieved by the kinematics of the rotating journal. The rotating journal can
rotate about the pivot pin fixed on the shaft sleeve, but its nutation angle and position
are controlled by a slide pin which is located in the guide slot. As the nutation angle decreases, the shaft sleeve slides up along the drive shaft to keep the piston head clearance at a constant value for any nutation angle, and thus the piston displacement is decreased. It is a matter of course that the nutation angle of the rotating journal is determined by the equilibrium of the moments around the pivot pin, which act on the rotating journal. The major factor which determines the nutation angle is the gas force acting
on each piston. Therefore, the piston displacement can be controlled by adjusting the
gas pressure in the crankcase. A pressure control valve is attached between the discharge chamber and the crankcase. At full load, the pressure control valve closes and
the crankcase pressure becomes equal to the suction pressurec Thus, the maximum nutation angle of the rotating journal is maintained. At partial load, the pressure control
valve opens and the crankcase pressure is increased. Thus, the nutation angle is decreased. In this way, the pressure control valve regulates the crankcase pressure, resulting in the continuous control of the piston displacement. Thus, the wide-range continuous control of the cooling capacity as well as high efficiency can be obtained.

KINEMATICS OF VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT COMPRESSOR
Before the dynamic behavior of the variable displacement compressor can be examined, the kinematics of each moving element must first be analyzed. For this purpose,
the rectangular coordinates and variables shown in Fig.2 are introduced. The static coordinates are represented by x, y and z, where the z axis coincides with the drive shaft
center. The Xm axis represents the pivot pin center of the shaft sleeve. Therefore, the
x111 ·Ym coordinates rotate with the drive shaft. The rotating angle of the drive shaft is
represented by 9. When rotating the x111 -Ym·Z coordinates around the Xm·axis by the nu·
tation angle a, the Xm-Ya·Za coordinates fixed on the rotating journal are obtained. For
example, the point P 0 on the x-y plane moves to the point P on the Xm·Y111 plane. The
point P has to move to the point S, since the rotation of the wobble plate is controlled
by the anti-rotation mechanism.
The piston rod TS is shown in Fig.3. The position of a cylinder is represented by
the radius rp and the_ angle e, from the x-axis. The subscript n takes the integers from I
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Fig.2 Coodinate and variables

Fig.l Variables for the piston rod

to 6. The position of the piston rod center S,. on the wobble plate side can be analyzed
on the basis of the coordinate transformati ons shown in Fig. 2, resulting in the following x-y-z coordinates;
xs,.J

A(8)

Ysn

[ zs ..
where
plane,
matrix
by the

r, cos (e,.-8+6)
r, sin (e .. - 8+6)cos o: - h, sin a
[
r, sin (e .. • 8+ II) sin o: + hs cos o:

J

(I)

r, and h, represent the radius from the origin 0 0 and the height from the Xm·Ya
respectively , of the piston rod center s.. A(e) is a coordinate transformat ion
and 6 is a constraint angle correcting the rotacion of the wobble plate controlled
anti-rotation mechanism, given by the following e::~;pressions:

6 -

SJD 0:

-sin a
cos 0:

0

0

[c~s o:

A(e)-

taJrl [

tan(es- e)

coso:

~]
hstan o:
.. rscos(es-

(2)

8)

) -Ss+ e

(3)

The piston rod center T,. on the piston side is represented by the following x-y-z coordinates:
XTn '" r,

COS

Sn,

YTn '" r,

sin 8,., ZTn '"

Zsn + lp

COS

<lla

(4)

where <l>n is the rotation angle of the piston rod from the z axis and is given by the following expression:
<f>n •

sin ·I [ ( (ltsn • XTn

)l + (Ysn- YTnP} 0 • 5 I lp)

(5)

INERTIAL FORCES AND MOMENTS
The inertial forces and moments of the moving clements are derived as follows.
Piston Rod
Assuming a point in the piston rod represented by the (xn. Yn• z,.) coordinates , the
inertial moments Mpzn around the Zp axis and Ma•n around the orthogonal axis of the
piston rod are given by the following integral expressions :

Mpzn .. f{x· .. (y,. M~

y,.J - (x, • xnJ y,.} dm

'"f r(x,. case, casoj>, + yn sine, cos+,.+ z11 sin4>.,}dm

(6)

where dm is a small mass in the piston rod, r the distance from the piston rod center T ...
and e .. the -"~tat~on angle of the piston ~od from the x.P a~is. The integral sign repres~nts a defmtte mtegral for the whole ptston rod. 8 ts gtven by the following
expres11
ston:
6n ~ tan -I ( (Ysn • YTn) I (Xsn • XTn ) }
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(7)

Wobble Plate
Assuming a point in the wobble plate represented by the (x,y,z) coordinate, the inertial
forces in the x, y and z directions are given by the following integral expressions, respectively;
(8)
Fw.- -fz' dm
Fwy"' -fy elm.
Fw~- -fidm.
The inertial moments around the x, y and z axes are given by the following integral expressions, respectively:
Mwx .. f(y z- yz)dm,

Mwy • f(:i x- zi)dm ,

Mw.• J(xy- xji)dm

(9)

Rotatjng Journal
Assuming a point in the rotating journal represented by the (x,y,z) coordinates, the
inertial forces and moments of the rotating journal arc given by the same integral form
of the expressions in (8) and (9):
(10)
FTz• -fx dm, FTy• ·fYdm, FTz• ·fzdu
(ll)
Mrz•fyzdm, Mry• -fzi dm, Mr..•f(iy- x)i)du

Zp

Xp

Fig.4 Forces on the piston

Fig.5 Forces and moments
on the piston rod

Fig.6 Forces and moments
on the wobble plate

EQUATIONS OF MO'J.'ION
The equations of motion of the moving clements arc derived from the eqllilibrillm
of forces and moments acting on each moving clement.
Piston and Pj.,tqn Rod

Fig.4 shows the forces acting on the piston.
rod arc represented by Txn• Tyn and Tzn , and the
tion forces T u and Tyn balance with the reaction
Coulomb's law of friction, the frictional force fl'n
wall is represented by the following expression:

The reaction forces from the piston
resllltant gas force by Pn- The reacforces from the cylinder. Assuming
between the piston and the cylinder
(12)

The equation of motion of the piston

is given by the following expression:
(13)

Flg.S shows the forces and moments acting on the piston rod. The reaction forces
from the piston arc represented by Txn and Tyn• and those from the wobble plate by
Sxn. Syn and Szn· The frictional moments represented by fTn and fsn arise at the ball
joints T and S, respectively. The inertial moments Ml'•n and Me+n are given by- (6).
When these forces and moments are at equilibrium, the 5 equations of motion with respect to xl', Ypo Zp, en and <l>n can be derived.
Wobble Plate
Fig. 6 shows the forces acting on the wobble plate. The reaction forces from the
piston rod arc represented by Sun• Synn and Sun• and the reaction forces and moments
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Ym

Fig. 7 Forces and moments
on the rotating journal

Fig. 8 F orccs and moments on the drive shaft

from the rotating journal by fQxa• FQya• FQza• MQu and MQya• respectively. The inertial forces and moments arc represented by Fw""'' Fwya• Fwz .. , Mwxa• Mwya and
Mwza• and can be derived by applying the coordinate transformation s to (8) and (9).
The point B represents the joint of the wobble plate and the anti-rotation mechanism.
The frictional forces from the anti-rotation mechanism arc represented by faz in the z direction and far in the Za direction. The frictional moment from the thrust bearing is represented by fQ and that from the radial bearing by fR. When these forces and moments
are at equilibrium, the 6 equations of motion in the Xm, Ya. Za directions and around
each axis can be derived.
Rotating J oumal
Fig. 7 shows the forces and moments acting on the rotating journal. The nutation
of the rotating journal is controlled by the slide pin (G) and the shaft sleeve pin (x .. axis). The reaction force and frictional force at the point G from the drive shaft arc represented by Fo and f0 , respectively. The reaction forces and moments from the wobble
plate arc represented by FQ:rcu FQya• FQzao MQ:ra• MQya and those from the drive shaft
by Fe""'' Fc 111 , Mcxa• Mcya and Mcza· The inertial forces and moments are represented
by FT"'"'' FTya. fTza• MTxa. MTya and MTza• and can be derived by applying the coordinate transformation s to (10) and (11). fc: is the frictional force between the shaft
sleeve and the drive shaft, and F 01 the reaction force of the spring as it presses the shaft
sleeve down. When these forces and moments arc at equilibrium, the 6 equations of
motion in the X 111 , Ya. Za directions and around each axis can be derived. For instance,
the equilibrium equation of the moment around the Xm axis is given by the following expression;
MT,... ·MQxa • Mcxa + ( Foya - foya) + ( Foya + foya) ro ~ 0
(14)
where the moment Mcxa is introduced when the nutation angle reaches to a maximum
value.
Drive Shaft
Fig. 8 shows the forces and moments acting on the drive shaft. The drive shaft is
supported by the two radial bearings denoted by E an!l F. The reaction forces from the
bearing E arc represented by Exm and E ,., and those from the bearing F by Fxm and
1
F1111 • The frictional moment11 from the two
radial bearings arc represented by f~; and fF,
respectively. The reaction force and frictional moment from the thrust bearing arc represented by F,h and fth , respectively. Therefore , one can obtain the equilibrium equations of the forces in the x,., Ym· z directions and the moments around the xm, Ym, z
axes exerted on the drive shaft. When these forces and moments arc at equilibrium, the
equations of motion of the drive shaft can be derived. The rotation of the drive shaft is
subject to the following equation of motion;
Tr -

I. ii - Meya sin a+ MczaCOS a+ rE + fp + fth

(15)

where T r represents the driving torque and Ic the moment of inertial of the drive shaft.
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CALCULATE D RESULTS
In order to evaluate the total dynamic behavior of the variable displacement compressor, the equation of motion (15) of the rotating drive shaft must first be calculated.
However, from the basic standpoint of examining the effects of the inertial forces upon
the reaction forces, the reaction moments and the fricdonal forces, they were calculated
for various constant operating speeds of the drive shaft. For given data concerning the
mechanical constants, the dimensions and the operating parameters, the variables represendng the motion of the moving elements were calculated first, and subsequently, the
time-differenti al terms of the variables were calculated. Thus, the inertial forces and
the moment111 of inertial of the moving clementill were calculated. By using the calculated
results, the reaction forces and moments acting on the compressor elements were calculated, and finally, the driving torque and the gas pressure necessary for cooling capacity
control were examined. The unknown frictional coefficient was determined on the basis
of experimental data on the cylinder pressure and the driving power.
Motjon of the Piston Rod
Fig. 9 shows the calculated results for the constraint angle 6 given by (3). The angle 6 fluctuates twice for one revolution of the
drive shaft. This means that any point on the
wobble plate follows two elliptical orbits in
each revolution. The calculated results for the
rotation angles e., and 4> 11 (see Figs.3 and S) of
the 6 piston rods are shown in Figs.IO and II,
very
are
motions
Their
respectively.
complicated and, moreover, each motion is
different. As a result of the complicated motion
of the piston rod, the moments of inertial (Mp~ 11
and Me..,a) of the piston rod, shown in Figs.l2
and 13, arise. Depending upon the position of
·lo7-~-~~~-,-.:,ao:;-~~----,;;:so·
the piston rod, the moments of inertial of the
(} (deg)
piston rods are fairly different in amplitude and
mode.
Fig. 9 Constraint angle 6

~~:
~~---------~,=o-------~,60.
8 (deg)

Fig.lO Rotating angle 6

0

180

Fig. 11 Rotating angle <P

]60

(deg)
Fig.l3 Inertial moment Meb

Fig. 12 Inertial moment Mpza
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Reactio n Fqr<;¢ on the Piston Rod .
.
The reaction force Tz 11 (see Ftg.5) ac:tmg
on the piston rod is shown in Fig.14. The solid
line represe nts the reaction force and the dolled =
line the reaction force compon ent due to the gas .!!
force. Therefo re, the differen ce between the
solid and dotted lines suggest s the magnitu de of
the effect of the inertial and friction al forces
upon the reaction force. Due to the iner~ial
effects, a negativ e reaction force appears dunng
the suction process . As the operatin g speed of
180
360
the the drive shaft increas es, the magnitu de of
()
(deg)
this negativ e reaction force increas es. It can be
conclud ed that alternat ing compre ssion and
Fig.l4 Reactio n force on the piston
tensile forces act on the piston rod and thus
durabil ity will be severel y compro mised at the
rod
piston- rod ball joints, especia lly at high ~perat
ing speeds.

..

......

"'

ISO

8
Fig. 15 Reactio n force on
the anti-rot ation mechan ism

360

(deg)

Fig. 16 Drive torque

Constra int Fgrce on the Anti-rg tatiop Mechan ism

The reaction force By acting on the anti-rot ation mechan
ism is shown by the solid
line in Fig.l5. In order to examin e the effects of the inertial
and friction al forces upon
the reaction force, the reaction force compon ent due to
dotted line, the compon ent due to the friction al and gas the gas force is shown by the
the compon ent due to the inertial and gas forces by the forces by the broken line and
resents a step curve, due to a rapid change in directio n chain line. The broken line repof the friction al forces. By comparing the calcula ted results in this way, it can be seen
that the effects of the inertial
and friction al forces upon the resultan t reaction force
at the anti-rot ation mechan ism is
fairly large and that the gas force has only a slight effect.
Drjving Tqrgue

The calcula ted results of the driving torque T, given by
( 15) are shown by the solid
line in Fig.l6. In order to examin e the effects of the
driving torque compon ents arc shown in the same wayinertial and friction al forces, the
as in Fig.l5. This figure also
shows that the effects of the inertial and friction al forces
upon the driving torque are
great.
Contrpl Pressur e
In order to control the piston displac ement for various
operati ng speeds of the
compre ssor, the gas pressur e differen ce (contro l pressur
e) between the crankca se and
the suction chambe r can be used for regulati ng the crankca
se pressur e. The control
pressur e can be determi ned from ( 14). This means that
the control pressur e depend s not
only upon the gas force but upon the inertial and friction
al forces. It is interest ing
enough to examin e the effects of the inertial and friction
al forces upon the control pressure. Here, the effects of the inertial forces of the moving
shown in Figs.17 a and b. It can be conclud ed from these element s were calcula ted, as
pacity or the operati ng speed increas es, the inenial forces figures that as the cooling caof the moving clement s have
a greater effect upon the feasibil ity of control ling the
impact of these inenial effects upon the control pressur cooling capacity . Howev er, the
e can be decreas ed by the careful
design of each moving element .
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(b) Control pressure ratio
vs operating speed

(a) Control pressure ratio
vs capacity ratio

Fig. 17 Effect of inertial forces upon the control pressure

CONCLUSIONS
This study examined the dynamic behavior of a 6-cylinder variable displacement
wobble plate compressor. The complicated motion of each moving element of the compressor was precisely analyzed. By taking into account the inertial forces and moments
of the moving elements, the equation of motion of each element is derived, and the motions of the moving clements, and the forces and moments acting on the compressor
elements are calculated. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(I) When the wobble plate is constrained by the anti-rotation mechanism, each of the six
piston rods has a complicated motion. As a result, the inertial forces and moments become complicated. Moreover, as the direction of the relative motion at each pair of elements changes, the direction of the frictional force changes rapidly. Mainly as a result
of these two factors, the constraint forces at each element and the driving torque also
fluctuate complicated manner of a step. This phenomenon causes the control pressure
for the cooling capacity to be unstable;
(2) As the cooling capacity or the operating speed increases,the inertial effects of the
moving elements upon the constraint forces become increasingly important. Especially
the inertial forces of the piston and the piston rod during high speed operation have a
significant effect upon the feasibility to control the cooling capacity, upon the increase
in driving power and the driving variation;
(3) By analyzing the dynamic behavior of each moving element, design criteria were
obtained for quiet operation and durability of the compressor parts at high operating
speeds.
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APPEMDIX: NOMENCLATURE
l

: piston rod length

By : reaction force on anti-rotation mechanism

Exn., Ey 11,. Fu., Fl•: constraint forces on drive shaft
fa., for : frictional forces on anti-rotation mechanism
fc : frictional force on rotating journal and shaft
fE, fp : frictional moments at radial bearings of drive shaft
fa : frictional force on slide pin
fp : frictional force on piston
fQ, fR : frictional moments at thrust and radial bearings between wobble plate rotating
journal
f 1h : frictional moment at thrust beating of drive shaft
fn1 , fsn : frictional moments on piston rod joints
F 01 : spring force
Fcza , Fey"' Mcy"' Mcu : reaction forces and moments on rotating journal and drive
shaft
Fa : reaction force on slide pin
FQu• FQy"' FQu• MQu• MQy" : reaction forces and moments on wobble plate and rotating journal
F 1 b : reaction force on drive shaft from thrust bearing
FTx• FTy• FTu MTx. MT%: inertial forces and moments of rotating journal
Fwx. Fwy, Fw .. Mwy. Mwz: inenial forces and moments of wobble plate
10 : moment of inettial of drive shaft
mp : mass of piston
mpr : mass of piston rod
Ml'zn, Mo+n : inertial moments piston rod
n : cylinder number
P 0 :gas force on piston
rp : auanged radius of piston center
rs, hs : arranged radius and height of wobble plate/piston rod joint
rs, hs : arranged radius and height of anti-rotation mechanism center
ro, ho : arranged radius and height of slide pin center
s ... , S1 ,., s ... : reaction forces on piston rod and wobble plate
Tr : dnving torque
r ... , Ty 11 , r ... : reaction forces on piston
x, y, z : onhogonal coordinate
X111 , y 111 , z: rotating onhogonal coordinate
x... , y,., Za: rotating orthogonal coordinate fixed on rotating journal
xp, yp, Zp: orthogonal coordinate fixed on each cylinder
a : nutation angle of rotating journal
& : constraint angle of wobble plate
a : rotating angle of drive shaft
6 11 : rotating angle of piston rod form Xp axis
e. : angular position of each cylinder bore center
as : angular position of anti-rotation mechanism
J.Lp : frictional coefficient at piston
4>n : rotating angle of piston rod from Zp axis
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